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We begin this paper from the premise that practical concern with human

rights is the life instinct of civilization. Without a shared conscious-

ness and means for the application of human rights standards there is little

chance that humanity and civilization will be able to survive the next fifty

years without horrifying and devastating tragedies. It goes without saying

that any prostress which human civilization might make Is utterly tied to

the meaning that human rights is given in the daily practice of nations and

peoples.

SThis volume examines the development of human rights standards vith

their interrelated parts -- national and international economic arrange-

ments, the problem of meeting basic human needs of people around the world,

the protection of human dignity and security and the enhancement of civilI
and political rights. We will here argue that the arms race is a critical

element of this process, and that a combined conscious and unconscious

spirit in arms negotiations is moving toward the protection of victims'

fundamental human rights. The post-World War 11 Nuremberg and Asian war

crimes trials confirmed the principle of official responsibility In war

and that precedent is now being linked to nuclear weapons policies and the

intended use of such armaments on captive populations. We will examine

the develop ment of this relationship and the role of the United States in



defining and implementing an end to the arms race which is critical to any

framework for the fulfillment of basic human rights. I-

There is no way for any of us to escape the political ground of the

twentieth century sagging with a humanity that cries out for somet~hing other

than concentration camps, nuclear wars and arming for them, torture, ecolog--

ical disaster caused by the drive for profit, domination, or hubris. And

people cry out silently or in their dreams to find ways that they can con-

front and overcome institutions and states which seek to stop the mass of

humanity from realizing themselves as subjects with their own collective

hopes and personal histories.

Some will say that there is niothing "new" in the collective horror of

the century where reason is detached from personal feeling and subjective

* understanding. But they would be wrong. Our sophisticated, calculative

intelligence is translated into military technologies of violence in being,

like missiles, thermonuclear weapons, smart bombs, prisons, torture chambers.

Others will say that there is nothing new in huge bureaucratic structures

where people are reduced to roles of processor and processed, joined to-

gether in a Kafkaesque embrace waiting for each to exchange roles. But there

is a difference between this and other times. By virtue of what technology

allows there does not have to be limits to behavior. And that is what has

happened. No limits are known either in peace or war, no quarter Is given,

fascism reigns supreme often flying under false banners of socialism or de-

incrthe.vise of-akersnl vionceidens by bueauasic sfhailds ofught

iocrace.vTe hf-awkersned csiouscines of theacti massld of hmntiscagh

crecy. Fascism in the sense of the worship of personal and now more fright-

£ening impersonal bureaucratic violence defines the very nature of our daily



lives. Ideological hopes fall in the face of systemic cruelty, power drives

of officials.

There is another side. Silently people cry out "enough," in a world

gone morally and legally mad, where few either speak for humankind or with a

human face. Is It too much to say that a half-awakened cons ciousness of

people is slowly 6bcoming aware of a membirane which holds civilization to-

gether?

This memb~rane is human rights and it is our task to bring intellectual

and political sustenance to those rights. This is not easy because the very

nature and definition of human rights is ambiguous. In our tim. the concept

of "human rights" emerged from the second world war where cruelty and abom-

ination had reached stunning proportions. It emerged from a period in which

human beings had been the "objects" of Great Powers with virtually no stand-

Ing in international law and where the individual person's life was open to

intrusion and destruction by states or the games which Statesmen play with

each other. The League of Nations took no notice of the internal affairs of

States, no matter how brutal the result. And leaders were not thought to be

responsible for their actions under international law. As one of the lawyers

* for the German defendants at Nuremberg put it, there is no individual respon-

sibility for war "as long as the sovereignty of states is the organizational

basic principle of interstate order." Some scholars in international law

like Hans Kelsen argued that the U.N. Charter itself, which partially grew

out of the experience of the League of Nations and the hopes left behind by

the second world war did not recognize human rights or the rights given in-

dividuals in international law as formal obligations.2



Yet other scholars, and with them we would agree, stated that it took

the second world war to recognize that "there is a link between respect forI

freedom within the State and the maintenance of peace between states."3

The Development of International Standards

It is important to remember the historical, moral, legal and even

psychological relationship relationship between the Charter of Nuremberg,

which attempted to develop a definition of personal responsibility, the

* United Nations Charter and later the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

Even though narrowly interpreted by judges, the Charter of Nuremberg had

* sweeping and high purposes. The articles themselves either overlap or

* deal with those questions which in practice are human rights questions:

questions which determine whether a state is something other than the means

to organize people into submission or violence. The Tribunal sought indi-

* vidual responsibility in the following areas:

(a) Crimes Against Peace: namely, planning, prep-
aration, initiation or waging of a war of aggression,
or a war in violation of international treaties, agree--

- I ~men ta, or assurances, or participation in acmo
plan or conspiracy for the accomplishment of any of
the foregoing.

(b) War Crimes: namely, violations of the laws or
customi of war. Such violations shall include, but
not be limited to, murder, ill-treatment or deports-

* tion to slave labor or for any other purpose of civil-
ian population of prisoners of war or persons on the
seas, killing of hostages, plunder of public property,
wanton destruction of cities, towns or village*, or
devastation not justified by military necessity.

(c) Crimes Against Humanity: namely, murder, exter-
mination, enslavement, deportation, and other inbumuz
acts committed against any civilian population, before
or during the war, or persecutions on political, racial
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or religious grounds in execution of or in connection
with any crime within the jurisdiction of the Tribunal,
whether or not in violatiot of the domestic law of the
country where perpetrated.

As Wasserstrom pointed out, the principle of vicarious liability was also

introduced, holding members of a conspiracy responsible whether or not they

had coumitted a particular act. Thousands of people were brought to justice

under this Charter and a similar one in Japan. Nuremberg is a stubborn fact

of international affairs. It is a precedent that will not go away. Indeed,

as will be suggested, it is critical to our present understanding of inter-

national politics and human rights.

Simultaneous with the emergence of the cold war and the break-up of

old empires, the need has remained to forge some other, more positive, direc-

tion which would limit the destruction of man's institutions upon people

themselves. The Nuremberg Charter and the UN Charter were such imperfect

instruments. The objective of the United Nations as laid out in the Charter

did not consist of a list of formal human rights obligations which were a

condition precedent to membership in the United Nations. Nevertheless even

without an explicit provision dealing with formal obligations it would be

absurd to think that the members of the United Nations did not formally ac-

cept the principles of respect for human rights. As Lauterpacht has said,

it would be contrary both to these requirements (of treaty
interpretation) and to the principle of effectiveness If
the repeated and solemn provisions of the Charter in the
matter of human rights and fundamental freedom , conflict
with the clear obligations to promote respect for them by
joint and separate action, were interpreted as devoid of

the obligation to respect them. 5

* Respect is, of course, not the same as legal coumitment.

The question of how to promote human rights in practice foundered on
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the rock of political sovereignty, legal imprecision and bureaucratic fear,

and the cold war. With the passage of the Universal Declaration of Hua

Rights in 1948, the world' s people learned how limited-if any existed at

all-were the obligations of the States to either apply or sign and imple-

ment by treaty the Declaration's provisions. Mrs. Roosevelt, chairperson of

the Commission on Human Rights, states prior to its passage that the Decla-

ration was not a treaty or agreement: "it is a Declaration of basic prin-

ciples to serve as a common standard of achievement for all peoples and all

nations" (emphasis added) *6 Yet the Declaration carried moral weight with

the mass of people; it made clear that human rights were more than a "luxury."

The miracle of that document was that people with opposed idealogies had

agreed on a basic list of rights although they could not state ± they

favored those rights as basic, or how the definition of those rights would

operate in practice or a common philosophical understanding of the world.

The rights of the Declaration as they came to be spelled out in the

Covenants embody a range of rights discussed in earlier chapters.

Serious question can be raised about some of these as "fundamental

rights." For example, do scientists have an "unlimited" right to use the

resources of the community to make weapons of mass destruction, or undertake

experiments which may point to a change in the species of am? We doubt

~, j that they have such an unlimited right. It should be noted, however, that

Article 29 of the Declaration also sets forth obligations of the person to

the "community," which suggests the linked nature of these rights, and there-

fore, of the person to the group.

1. Everyone has duties to the community in which alone the free
and full development of his personality is possible.



2. In the exercise of his rights and freedoms, everyone shall
be subject only to such limitations as are determined solely
for the purpose of securing due recognition and respect for
the rights anid freedoms of others and of meeting the just
requirements of morality, public order and the general wel-
fare in a democratic society.

Disagreement about first principles made it very difficult to forge a

series of practices which would cause the enforcement of the Universal Decla-

ration. While the document was predicated on many American notions, such as

those laid out in the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man

(Bogota Conference of American States, 1948) and the thoughts of President

Roosevelt's New Deal, and while diligent efforts caused the Declaration to

be quickly adopted, the United States did not accede to the document as a

legally binding one, claiming that it had no such force. The document was

* seen by nations as an exercise in moral oughtness.

The United States faced a hornet's nest early on with the effect of

the Declaration on the thinking of national leaders around the world. In

its 1952 constitution, Puerto Rico "forwarded to the United States Congress

for approval, detailed provisions concerning economic and social rights."

Congress strongly objected to such provisions, but nevertheless passed the

Puerto Rican Constitution in 1952. Likewise, members of the Senate criti-

cized the Japanese Peace Treaty because "its preamble stated the intention

of Japan to realize objectives of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights." 7

By the time Eisenhower and Dulles came to power in 1953, the stage was set

for the United States to withdraw any sort of support for effective human

rights treaties. Dulles made clear in the spring of 1953 that the United

States did not "intend to become a party to any such covenant or present it

as a treaty for consideration by the Senate." 8



The reason the United States took this position during the time of

Eisenhower is a complex one. In part, it reflected the fears of conserva-

tives in Congress and the Republican Party that the "socialistic" ideas

of the United Nations and other countries as veil, would upset the internal

social system of the United States. U.S. courts were taking notice of the

U.N. Charter in various of their decisions. 9There was also a more compli-

* cated foreign policy reason. Dulles had enunciated the doctrine of libera- -

- I tion for East Europe in the 1950-54 period. Except for covert operations,

this reflected cold war rhetoric more than the actualities of military in-

tervention. Dulles feared that those to his political right as well as lib-

eral interventionists would use the human rights covenants and declarations

to insist that the U.S. use these treaties as legal justification for military

action in East Europe. In fact, Dulles did not intend to implement such a

policy, as shown during the 1956 Hungarian Revolution.

*But a generation is a long time in the history of international affairs.

Friends become enemies, disputes which are thought of as settled flare up,

ideas and goals thought of as too difficult to achieve become important ques-

tions to discuss and negotiate. The Helsinki Conference on Security and

Cooperation in Europe set the diplomatic terms of reference for future U.S.

diplomatic policy regarding East Europe and human rights in Europe. Polit-

ically this agreement is seen as a fine line between disengagement and lib-

eration and means to reintegrate Europe. On the western side, what could

not be done by the spice of "rollback" was to be accomplished by the sugar

* of detente. For our purposes, however, the human rights aspects of the

Helsinki Accords are critical. The same Secretary of State who objected to

the American Ambdassador giving "political science lessons" to the Chilean



junta when he complained about Chilean torture, accepted the human rights

sections of the Helsinki Accords. The language of this agreement is similar

in purpose and intent to the Universal Declaration. "In the field of human

frity aith thdaentpurposeadpinipso the ChpaigSate ofl the Une Ntons

andit with the purpsa Dedlarincp of tma Rihts.Tey oil also fulfdNails

ahei oigaintahe frhi the interlDelrtinofHmnaRtna delartin ando agree-l

mhents obintis ild including in te aianternational Crtovnants onee

Hmn ights byld wic uin theyr may bee bound."nlovnatso

Tua ihe sb pati ipain taes, maccod.opicpesve"fteacrs

are meatirepetn humantrght acodn fundamenale freeomsfnld thers

freeomno toughspt conience, rein orndbelief foredall, withoutdistincio

as to race, sex, language or religion. They will promote and encourage the

effective exercise of civil, political, economic, social, cultural and other

rights and freedoms, all of which derive from the inherent dignity of the

human person and are essential for his free and full development." 10The

Helsinki Accords do nothing to point up the criminal nature of the arms race,

calling instead for "confidence-building measures" such as "prior notifica-

tion of major military maneuvers, exchange of observers" which "by their

nature constitute steps towards the ultimate achievement of general and com-

plete disarmament under strict and effective international control, and which

should result in strengthening peace and security throughout the world."

What can we conclude from this litany of new good intentions? Moral

pretension plays an important role in the statements, if not in the actions

of states, and while such a view may be cynical, it is also true that govern-

mental energy is often spent explaining how the action of the particular



state is in the path of moral righteousniess and decency. This is under-

standable since most statesmen recognize, consciously or unconsciously,

that both a state and the law which it uses and lives under, require a

moral basis if either the particular law or the state is to have any

lasting significance--especially during a period of great transformation

and turbulence. Without a moral basis which can be recognized as such by

those who are not part of that particular system of beliefs one may be sure

that such laws or that state will become casualties of social transformation

and world opinion. We see this phenomenon operating in southern Africa and

we saw it as well in the thirty-five year struggle against outside domina-

* tion waged by the Vietnamese people.

Certain rights have stood the test of time and the test of modern revo-

lution as the basis upon which the people's freedom, and their own hopes,

are to be staked. These freedoms can be added to and deepened in meaning

as people discover more clearly the needs necessary to help them in their

active subject role in history. The humn rights of any particular period

are rights necessary for people to exist and thrive in that particular his-

torical period. But rights also are cumulative. Free speech or assembly

is no less important because economic security is guaranteed in a society.

Nor is it the case that the rights of economic security cease to exist be-

cause there is free speech and assembly. Rights in this sense are additive,

not contradictory. In this regard Article 3, "everyone has the right to

life, liberty and security of person," Article 4, "no one shall be subjected

to torture, or to cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or punishments,"

are statements of rights won in another century, but which are critical

conditions precedent to any sort of life in a body politic.
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Preparing for Genocide

These rights, critical as they are, and central to our present dilema,

are merely the beginning of understanding the problem of human rights as we

should now come to consider it. In this sense we are confronted with an irony.

The Declaration which should have been translated from "ougheness" to legally

binding treaties a generation ago is not adequate to face the present turbu-

lent world because of the generally limited or ambiguous definition of human

rights which is seen as applying to individuals, but not to individuals as

part of a collective or class that can seek relief prior to an action of

States. Thus, it would seem that genocide has to be completed before there

is acknowledgment that genocide has occurred.

* i The UJ. S. is in an even more troubling situation conceptually and morally.

The Genocide Treaty has yet to be ratified by the United States Senate. Nor

is the arms race and arms preparation recognized as part of the way that human

rights are violated, or a crime nationally or internationally committed. In-

stead, nations see arming only as "defense." As one commentator has noted,

"The very condemnation of aggression as illegitimate has, in effect, increased

the dignity and legitimacy of self-defense, with the concomitant danger that

nations may abuse the concepts of individual and collective self-defense. The

preparations for ever more destructive and catastrophic wars have actually

never been as relentless as In this era of war prohibition."
11,

In fact, the military policies and trappings of this country do not con-

stitute a defense policy at all. We define defense to mean ensuring the in-

dependence and security of the American people as they seek to reconstruct

the social, political and economic fabric of the nation. Instead, the U.S.

maintains a stance of imperial offense and U.S. foreign policy continues to



revolve around armaments and especially nuclear veapons. Weapons are seen

as the primary means of asserting the will of the state in the international

arena. Policymakers; do not take seriously, except in an abstract way, the

criminal aspects of aggressive war and nuclear bombh use. It is not only nu-

clear war which has lost its forbidden quality: flexible brushfire war con-

cepts tested in Vietnam add a variant 'Elbconventional war fighiting capabili-

ties, making the latter all the more conceivable. Indeed, such capabilities

are seen as necessary so that nuclear weapons do not have to be used.

While lip service is given to the dangers of the arms race, arm con-

tro1 negotiations act as a spur to arming. The problem of current leadership

is the classic twentieth century question of brinkmanship-how to threaten

with nuclear weapons, or armaments generally, sanctioning the buildup in

them, while codifying a system of war and negotiations which will guarantee

that weaponry will be used in a controlled and "rational" way.

The question of human rights must be linked to issues concerning the

arms race and war. As one comentator has pointed out, the direct nexus be-

tween the idea of human rights and the existing law of war was not envisaged

until the second world war was over. In Article 1 of the U.N. Charter the

framers contend that the unleashing of aggressive war occurred at the hands

* . of those States in which the denial of the value and dignity of the individual

* human being, of whatever race, color, or creed, was most evident. The nexus

that the Charter framers saw between the criminality of State aggression by

armed forces and the denial of human worth within the frontiers of such States-

which was repeated and increased In areas occupied through military adventures-

rammed home in a way that mankind was not likely to forget the connection be.-

tween aggressive war, the way it is waged, and the total disregard of the
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idviul.2  In the modern technological context this formulation gives

rise to the question of genocide, defined as "the structural and systematic

destruction of innocent people by a state bureaucratic apparatus.",1 3

Cataclysmic social and political events serve as a catalyst to ideas

* I which are "in the air" but have not crystallized because the events have not

forced the reconsideration of basic conceptual frameworks which set the terms

of debate. It is only now that we begin to see the direct relationship be-

tween the work of the Nuremberg judgments and a new understanding of human

rights. The Nuremberg trials and judgments grew out of principles of account-

I ability and responsibility from the laws of agency, democratic and socialist

I theory. However, this conception of personal accountability and individual

* human rights has consistently avoided the relationship of the powers of na-

* tional leaders to make war either on their own people or on people of other

lands. Consequently, international law has been silent on the importance of

human rights as a line of defense by the individual person, the family or the

community against the State's activities as they relate to war preparations,

or the more specific question of participation in war-like acts.1

In this sense human rights should be seen as a condition precedent to

the penumbra of policies which States follow that shade into war, cold war,

arming and covert war.* It is a conceptual and moral error to assert that

humanitarian rules should be found in the context of armed conflict. Instead

the "human rights" rules should be seen as governing actions of governments

precedent to any particular policies which they intend to pursue. They are

required to ask the question, what is the effect that the government's for-

eign and defense policies have on innocent populations? This question goes

to the very nature of the arm acquisition and arm race process, a more
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euphemistic phrase for the preparation of mass murder and genocide.

The legal formulations and judgments to emerge from Nuremberg and the

Asian war crimes trials, as veil as the moral suas ion of the Universal Dec-

laration, the Charter and later resolutions of the General Assembly on var

and disarmament, are in direct conflict vith the types of weapons (nuclear,

* thermonuclear, chemical and biological,, plus missiles) which States acquire

* or make. Besides being a horrifying tragedy, their use sets the stage for

considering those who prepare, acquire, and use such weapons as criminals.

After all, there is nothing in the laws of war which would justify the types

of armaments used or contemplated for use at this time by the Great Powers.

In this sense, if the killing cannot be legitimated by the laws of war, then

surely the actions of leaderships fall more within the context of domestic

and international criminal concern than high policy. The international com-

munity has before renounced the use of war in the conduct of national policy,

through declarations and treaties such as the Kellogg-Briand Pact of 1928.

Moreover, Article 22 of the Hague Regulations (1907) makes clear that, "Bel-

ligerents have not got an unlimited right as to the choice of Injuring the

enemy." The illegality of reprisals is undisputed in international law, as

seen in the Geneva Conventions of 1949 and the U.N. Charter. Municipal law

* -becomes the means of bringing leaderships to justice for denying the security

of the person throughi the choice of weapons used to defend the nation. In-

deed, under Justice Jackson's stricture, such is the major way to hold lead-

erships accountable to their citizenry.
15

Obviously, the question of bringing such actions against governments

falls in the psychological area of political will coupled with the existence

of appropriate legislation. Will is usually exercised where there is an
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aroused and organized citizenry which sees a means to bring such pressure to

bear against its government by championing already existent principles. Thus,

during the Indo-China war many young people refused to be drafted on the grounds

that they would be in violation of the U.N. Charter and the Nuremberg judgment,

just as other people within the Soviet Union staged civil disobedience on the

ground that they 'could do no other because of the Universal Declaration of

Human Rights.I
Such a stance, which uses an emerging consensus of international legal

doctrine against the excesses of States needs to find a double constituency.I

One is among diplomats and international civil servants. The other is among

groups in other countries who see that their own liberties are directly tied

* to those people who are prepared to challenge State law that has no basis in

universally accep ted principles, while their challenge is legitimated and

codified in the U.N. Charter, covenants, provisions, resolutions, and inter-

national law generally. In some cases municipal legislation may not exist,

and policy makers may think that because there is no law which abjures their

* action, they are not covered by the domestic criminal law.

* I In this regard, the Kastenmeier bill (H.R. 8688, U.S. House of Represen-

tatives) is a significant piece of legislation which would comence the tedious

but necessary process of holding Government officials in the foreign and

national security policy areas personally accountable for their plans and

practices. 16Kastenmeier's bill uses as a standard the norms laid on Germany

and Japan at the end of the second world war and states that such legislation

should be internalized in U.S. law. It also calls for internalizing the

Charter as well an other international legal strictures against war crimes.

Kastenmeier and his group in Congress held that the person's security is
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robbed in the case of war, and fundamental human rights are therefore violated

in the process. In an earlier model draft version there were provisions for

the citizen to legally refrain from tax payment or from being drafted where

the courts determined that all or a part of the Government had acted to make

or prepare an aggressive war, or use weapons or mass destruction in derogation

of Charter obligations and judgments made at the Nuremberg trials.

* The nature of war preparation should now come under direct scrutiny.

There is little doubt that a person's security and, therefore, human rights

are directly violated by the nature of weaponry adopted. In modern States,

huge organizations enter into a series of activities on a daily basis which

may not appear to be crimes or violations of anyone's rights. But once we

are able to remove the conceptual blinders from our eyes, the reality is that

those actions are crimes in situ, crimes in being. The armaments race, given

the nature of the arms made and the war plans fashioned, is criminal when

compared to laws of war or peace, the criminal laws of individual nations, and

the Nuremberg and Asian trial standards.

The arm strategists' plans of "taking out" millions of people either in

first strike or second strike reprisal are surely not contemplated by any in-

ternationally lawful system of defense. That we see nations and their leaders

thoughtlessly reducing their actions to criminal activity hardly means that

lawes do not exist which directly contradict such behaviour. As the judges at

Nuremberg said, ". . . after the policy to initiate and wage aggressive wars

was formulated, a defendant came into possession of knowledge that the in-

vas ions and war to be waged were aggressive and unlawful (against international

law and treaty), then he will be criminally responsible if he, being an the

policy level, could have influenced such policy and failed to do ao. ,l7 Thus,
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since such actions once contemplated are war crimes in situ, because of their

genocidal or illegal nature, we are seized of a complicated conceptual prob-

lem. The final "frame" or act in a process which leads to a culminating event,

in this case the "go" signal for nuclear war or aggressive war, does not have

to be completed for us to realize that the event is already underway. One

needs only to look at arms budgets and strategic doctrine to comprehend the

criminal nature of the arms enterprise, Government officials descend to the

level of bureaucratic gangsterism as their political lives and practices fly

directly in the face of Article One of the Charter and the Declaration.

Once we begin our understanding that we are living in an event of geno-

cide which has not, thankfully, played out the final notes of civilization's

Gottedammerung, we are able to evaluate an entire spectrum of negotiations

and talks on arms control and disarmament from a somewhat different perspec-

tive than we usually use. The participants in the SALT talks, favoring great

secrecy, eschew necessary moral, legal, and criminal questions when discussing

armaments. There is a necrophilic quality to the type of technical expertise

which calculates one missile against another, as diplomats become brokers in

charred bodies. When these talks are divorced from the fundaentally crimi-

nal nature of the weaponry or strategies under discussion, arm control talks

are reduced to a narrow exercise between State representatives on the charac-

ter and size of genocidal forces. Unfortunately, the SALT talks give the

appearance of legitimacy to the entire field of weapons of mass destruction

because they create the mind-set among elites in the media and the uiversi-

ties, as well as the people as a whole, that such weapons are "needed" and

that they should be considered in the card catalogues of libraries and treas-

ury accounts under the heading of Policy and Diplomacy rather than Crime and



Criminal Behaviour. To repeat the point, there can be no successful dis-I

cussion which is meant to comprehend the character-and gravity of the weap-

ons, and to limit and eliminate them, without the discussion beginning from

accepted international legal principles about genocide, population safety,

and the Nuremnberg judgment of personal accountability of public of ficials to

either municipal'or international tribunals.

Arms strategists, scientists, governments, civil servants, defense min-

is tries, and diplomats should be acutely aware of the legally and morally ex-

posed situation in which they now find themselves. They have caused to be

developed the type of weaponry and military technology which breaches every

law and fundamental humian right. We are required to change our theories of

arms control and disarmament discussions from the type of epicycle reasoning

which has gripped those interested in these questions and political leader-

ships to a far more basic and clear-headed understanding of what is going on.

We cannot accept the sort of analysis of a leading "epicyclist," Henry

Kissinger, who says that the SALT 11 agreement means "that a cap has been

put on the arm race for a period of ten er.1

Bosinnina the Disarmament Process

It is clear that the global conventional arm race and nuclear buildup,

masked by an arms control discussion, can be reversed only by a coimmitment to

a comprehensive disarmament plan. This Includes unilateral and mltilateral

moves, completed within a definite time frame. Such plans have in the past

been ignored or abandoned for various reasons. The NcCloy-Zorin Eight Points

and the general and complete disarmament proposals of 1959-1961 were bound by

the principle of interlocking stages "for reducing or eliminating weapons and
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armed forces, and with precise stipulated timing to assure that the process

of disarming would not leave any nation's security weakened." These prin-

ciples were never translated into actual policy, but were eclipsed by U.S.

efforts to counter national liberation forces in Indo-China and around the

world, as well as by Soviet attempts to achieve parity with the U.S.

Present disrmament discussions are fragmented. MFR, SALT and test ban

discussions are conducted as separate activities and do not contain an inter-

linked time boundary. Each is not meant to be a challenge to the overall di-

rection of the arms race and to the overall defense purposes or strategic pos-

ture of the United States. Indeed, policies formulated during the Kissinger-

Schlesinger period at the national security wheel, encouraged preparation of

counterforce-like strategies without surrenduring countervalue strategies.

Meanwhile, more sophisticated missiles were developed along with new conven-

tional war options. There is nothing to suggest that the Carter administration

has changed the counterforce/countervalue imperative.

Any disarmament proposal judged as an alternative must, therefore, be an

interlinked and comprehensive national security system for the United States

and, indeed, for other nations to judge in their own terms for themselves. In

this regard our political task is to encourage other nations and their repre-

sentatives, including action groups, to adopt strategies or proposals which

are in the same frame of reference as the one we propose.

Any serious comprehensive agreement must be time bound. The document

should state what has to be accomplished within a limited period of time, what

can wait or be deferred, and what needs to be strengthened. It must bring into

play not only state or governmental factors but societal pressures within one's

own state, as well as those non-governmental contacts which enhance the success



of the agreement. The document should also use fairly mechanical ways of

judin whether certain nations are carrying out their pledges. The use of
quantitative measurements, however, or arguments about them should flat be a

cover for continuing the arms race. The purpose of comprehensive disarmament

negotiations is not to justify the arm acquisition or sales system of nations,

nor is it to set up a control system which merely legitimates that process.

eral and complete disarmament. The road is no doubt a long one, but it has

to be built, for its purpose is to change the direction and value system of

nations and peoples. Important questions of intervention, responsibility, de-

fense and use of armed forces and technology must be confronted. But by saying

that the road is long we should make clear that within this framework there

are goals to'be achieved which can be qualitatively or quantitatively measured

through technical inspection systems controlled by an international disarmament

organization of the United Nations. In terms of length of time, we would urge

that a coordinated and comprehensive strategy include goals of disarmament

which are to be unilaterally and multilaterally achieved within ten years. It

should begin in the following way:

(1) Announcement of a ten-year disarmament plan. The nature of the

plan should be discussed for one year in the Security Council with the leaders

of the various Grest Powers, and a similar debate should continue in the General

Assembly, weighing and studying the sort of proposals presented by the Great

Powers. These proposals would set out definite reduction requirements; i.e.,

eliminating weapons systems from particular categories, accompanied by cuts in

defense budgets. The plan would be lobbied through the U.S. governmnt and

discussed publicly at local and national levels.
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(2) Present structures and processes for disarmament discussion in

the General Assembly and its First Committee should be strengthened. We should

also propose that the military committee of the U.N. reconvene to work on the

world disarmament plan from the perspective of military security.

(3) Non-proliferation agreements of a vertical and horizontal nature

and pledges of no-first-use are essential first steps for the General and Com-

plete Disarmament Plan.

(4) Each nation would examine its domestic economy as well as inter-

national economic arrangements in terms of replacing arm manufacturing proc-

esses with productive work designed to meet basic human needs.

Any meaningful disarmament plan ust also recognize the relationship be-

tween political interests as represented by the stationing of troops and the

alliance system, and arms control and surveillance methods. The process of

balanced reductions is a subjective one, in which individual nations decide

whether a political activity is equal to a change in weapons posture. Thus,

for example, the U.S. may feel that it cannot give up hegemony of South Korea,

and therefore it needs certain armaments to assure itself of hegemony. On

the other hand, if it sees no interest in hegemony or believes that there is

another way to maintain U.S. interest in a so-called independent Korea, it

may be prepared to give up certain sorts of armmnts. Thus, political plans

are required for each area of the world; these would start from the asump-

tion that essentially the same distribution of power in term of the world's

pyramid will continue during the disarmament plan. This is not as terrifying

or silly as it appears Just because there is a greater tendency to polycentrism

across the world and the costs of the arm race are so great.

World-wide meetings horizontally between city, neighborhood, and nongovern-

mental representatives of different nations should be arranged to consider the
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substantive meaning of human rights in the context of the problems which hu-

inanity now faces. The purpose of such a reconsideration is not to undo the

painstaking work already accomplished. The intent is exactly the opposite:

it is to make clear that human rights are the inescapable ground upon which

international relations exist, not in the sense that human rights become a

cloak for busybody intervention and imperialism. Instead, they are to be the

ground upon which nations, diplomats, statesmen, and people come to understand

the essential need of rights in practice in questions concerning the inter-

national economic order, the arms race, the relations of their States to other

States, and the internal rights of their own citizenry. We would propose an

international, non-governmental monitoring agency which permanently reported

on the question of human rights violations, as defined according to the Cov-

enants and the Universal Declaration, the Nuremberg Charter, and the U.S.

Charter. 1 9  It would seek and receive information from governments, non-govern-

mental organizations, and individuals. It would also fashion economic stand-

ards and coimnt on major technological and military systems, their effect on

human rights, individual and group security. It would aid groups in various

countries. Human rights in this framework would assert that international

economic actions must be in furtherance of aspirations which are stated in

treaties and General Assembly Resolutions that seek to set out a framework

in such matters as disarmament and apartheid.

We should note that the United States signs human rights declarations

and other multilateral statements of principle in terms of their being goals.

They are not meant as rules of behaviour. In the case of disarmnent, we are

not talking about soals but new rules of behaviour and institutions which in-

ternally support an alternative national and international security etrategy.
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It is therefore critical to pass legislation which creates a mechanism for

holding officials responsible for their actions. Major treaties in other

areas of international affairs as well, should affirm personal standards and

accountability for Government officials as well as a standard of behaviour to

which they and their States repair. The language of an international document

should reiterate, how the intent of the Charter is carried out in the document

and the foreign policy pursued by the State.

There is an overriding need to develop transnational institutions which

support each other and are used as transnational links for shared purposes.

In this regard it is time to form a transnational grouping of parliamentarians,

representatives of organizations, scholars and publicists, leaders of labor

and consumer groups that would forge a series of legislative proposals to be

presented for consideration in the world's parliaments. Such model legisla-

tion would aim at standards of personal responsibility of Government officials

in the areas of economics, the environment and defense. Professional, mili-

tary, labor and consumer organizations would be called upon to fashion Hippo-

cratic oaths for Government officials, diplomats, natural and social scien-

tists, and others so that an ethical and moral base could be asserted in gov-

ernment and civil society. Scholarship and public action would be expected

to parallel the fundamental aspirations of the Charter and Declaration. Per-

haps we will then be able to escape the tawdry sight of a leading economist

receiving a Nobel prize while giving advice to a terror state which seeks to

implement the "economic doctor s" policies.



Protecting the Rights of Civilian Populations

An important impetus to the disarmament effort and the broader human

rights movement will be found in the recently-negotiated Protocols Additional

to the 1949 Geneva Conventions on War and relating to the protection of vic-

tims of international armed conflict. 20 Negotiators, meeting under the spon-

sorship of the Idternational Red Cross, have excluded weapons of mass destruc-

tion from their talks on the ground that such questions are being dealt with

in another forum. The critical question remains whether all weapons will be

subjected to the standards laid down in this treaty. It appears that the U.S.

will take reservation on the question of nuclear weapons of mass destruction,

but this is a serious mistake. It is ludicrous to develop laws of war which

neither touch the nature of arms acquisition nor the existence of major weap-

ons arsenals which are criminal by nature and harmful to any basic human

rights.

We argue that the United States should take no reservation to the proto-

cols, but rather should accept the full significance of this instrument. The

over 115 nations that have signed or initialled the treaty should "bite the

bullet," and consider that language as binding as their own conduct in national

defense and arms policy. It should also be binding on negotiations for SALT

or any comprehensive disarmament arrangement--whether negotiated in the U.N.

Special Session on Disarmament or other forums. The articles of the protocol

define conduct in such areas as care of sick and wounded civilians and aili-

tary personnel, use of medical transportation, civil defense arrangements,

and "methods and means of warfare combatant and prisoner-of-war status." We

draw particular attention to those articles defining the term of protection

of civilian populations; these are of great significance in judging the



accumulation of weapons and the preparation for their use as a human rights

problem.

These articles define civilians and civilian populations and prohibit

indiscriminate attacks on them. According to Article 51, "Indiscriminate

attacks are:

(a), those which are not directed at a specific military objective;

(b) those which employ a method or means of combat which cannot

* be directed at a specific military objective; or

(c those which employ a method or means of combat the effects

* of which cannot be limited as required by this Protocol;

and consequently, in each such case, are of a nature to strike military

objectives and civilians or civilian objects without distinction."

Paragraph 5 continues, stating that an indiscriminate attack is one which treats

as one military objective distinctly separate cities or towns; it is also

an attack which may be expected to cause incidental loss of
civilian life, injury to civilians, damage to civilian ob-
jects, or a combination thereof, which would be excessive
in relation to the concrete and direct military advantage
anticipated.

The terms of the treaty also protect civilians and civilian populations

from attacks of reprisal and from being used as shields for military objectives.

Other articles protect cultural objects and places of worship and "objects

indispensable to the survival of the civilian population" - i.e., foodstuffs,

agricultural areas, crops, drinking water, etc. Article 55 prohibits the use

of methods and means of warfare which cause "widespread, long-term and severe

damage" to the environment.

"Works and installations" (dam, electrical generating stations, etc.)

are protected-even if they are military objectives-if attacks on thn would
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endanger civilian lives (Article 56). Subsequent articles require those

planning military operations to take precautions ensuring that civilian popu-

lations will not be attacked in the course of the operation. Furthermore,

precautions must be taken against harmful effects on civilian populations

during attacks (Articles 57 and 58).

This protocol can be conceptually linked with the various United Nations

resolutions on comprehensive disarmament and with the term of the Nuremberg

and Tokyo war crimes proceedings. Together, the instruments create a strong

framework for denouncing the accumulation of nuclear weapons of mssa destruc-

tion which are held like a threatening sword over innocent populations. Such

a framework must inform and be the basis of any international disarmament dis-

cussions because we are in mortal danger of turning defense policy into elements

of crime.

Conclusion

Humankind will not begin to confront the massive and complex problem of

promoting human rights without a will to do so on the part of governments and

peoples. The legal instruments outlined in this discussion are mechanisms; for

* beginning this process. Since Nuremberg the question of accountability of

officials has been on the political agenda. For Amricans, passage of an

Official Accountability Act becsme more urgent as the result of three events:

the Cuban Missile Crisis, in which millions of lives were risked; the Vietnam

War, which was a criminal war; and Watergate, in which official power was

abused. The United Nations Covenants on Human Rights, while being a "laundry

list" of economic, social, political and civil rights standards, help to shape

conceptions of rights in the thinking of citizens and leaders. Through such



* instruments we may begin to codify th rnilsembodied intheUnvra

Declaration of Human Rights, the Nuremberg Charter, and similar statements.

Citizens must continually seek to sustain and enhance the moral basis of

their society. We have argued that human rights are precedent to state power.

But the people of a nation must define the substance and meaning of those rights,

which when implemented will protect them against abuses of that power. The

creation of legally binding instruments such as those outlined above is an im-

portant step in forming the structure of respect for human rights.

Indeed, the language of tuch instruments must not be seen as the language

of foolish idealism. Rather the language should reflect an operational belief.

Negotiations for the Protocol to the 1949 Geneva Conventions, disarmament and

SALT negotiations must be conducted on this basis. National and transnational

public interest groups can reinforce this process as they hold leaders respon-

sible for the development and acquisition of both nuclear and conventional

weapons systems. In this way people will assert their collective rights against

their own and other governments, thus ensuring that they may live their lives

in genuine security.

Human rights are an increasingly important element in the currents of

world politics. Millions around the world are denied basic nutritional and

medical needs and heavy-handed regimes, many of them supported by U.S. corpo-

rate power, crush the spirits and lives of countless more. We have argued

that the threat to destroy civilization through the use of nuclear weapons

overshadows the existence of all of us. That reality must now be seen as a

human rights problem. Only through concerted action within and between groups

of citizens can we hope to stop the last toll of the bell f or humankind.
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